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With these Sonat Vox (Latin~“it sounds right”) Stille Nacht and In the Bleak 
Midwinter recordings,  I am hearing one of the best performance of those songs 
I’ve experienced yet.  But it is especially the Stille Nacht (Silent Night) that 
strikes me.


We all have heard a lot of Silent Night performances, and all of them have 
offered heartfelt spiritual musical and lyrical reverence.  With that melody and 
either the German words or the English ones,  it becomes more difficult tostand 
out in a performance than with most music.(Note:  the original version and the 
traditional English one are not a perfect match in expression and imagery. I do 
have a comment a about some differences between the original and our 
traditional English Silent Night) 

Yet precisely the internal strength and passion of each Sonat Vox song here 
makes it challenging for your rendition of either song to stand out.  


Beyond singers with clear foundational musical competencies, it would take 

a professinally and interpersonally sensitive and imaginative conductor .  His 
or her  conducting also would have to be a performance of his intention with a 
chorus of men to endow the words with the notes’ hidden magic.  

a conductor with a clear and engaging, viable  vision of how to express the 
soul of the music after the notes have been learned and 

to build that singing teams performance so that the singers want to do more 
than they though they could — a teaching and enhancing facilitator of the 
choruses abilities 

The chorus men would have to have to know from experience that choral 
sound production competencies is a given before rehearsals begin: 


`How to read a musical score and sing it  

how to open their mouths to make choral sound, 

how to enunciate for audience hearing clarity, and 
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What is included:

1. In the deep midwinter by Sonat Vox  + YouTube ink  this document

2. Stille Nacht /Silent Night by Sonat Vox; + YouTube: link. this document

3.  Page  with Text of Bleak Midwinter, originally a Christian poem;

4.  Page for Stille Nacht/Silent Night, translation, comparison German text with English..
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how to tune to each other while maintaining rigorous adherence to musical 
clef signs and conductor instructions for dynamic blending of all parts, 

How to include a bell clear alto voice in a four part score,  how to balance 
multi voice support lines with the soaring single alto, to want and know how 
to tune and balance to turn a solid statue of musical acumen with 
professional precision onto a living geyser of all color harmony, to live that 
statue to geyser dynamic with personal pride.  

The members must have the confidence of mastering the music and then 
being able in perfect discipline to soar as one beyond method into spirit.  
They must have choral musical competency at a professional level, and that 
takes years of experience,.


There we were, 110 young choristers on a 10 week 10 country concert tour in 
Europe some years ago.  This was a select chorus of singers who tried out from 
across the whole state that year.  Once chosen we had to work to earn part of 
the cost of the tour and to have at our fingertips a repertoire of classical, current, 
secular, folk and sacred music.  We had to be able to perform on a moments 
notice without sheet music.

It is a beautiful da at teh two double deck busses carry chorale and its staff 
across the coast of Northern Ireland.  Emerald green grass dotted with grey 
black boulders and scattered stones,, blue sky with a few puffs of clouds amd 
ocean rippled with wave ridges forming white at the crests.  Superb—

someone down in tjhe front of my bus shouts, “Hallelujah Amen, Judas 
Maccabaeus!”.  Silence, sound of bus engine and wheels on asphalt peppered 
grey with blurred little stones.  Pitchpipe sounds note. 50 singers hum and tune. 
Then:  Hallelujah amen, hallelujah amen—we start.  Perfect harmony.  All at 
same tempo.  Sunshine and sheer joy in thanks and praise for the glory of the 
tour and that day welding us together, soaring, O Judah rejoice, … in songs 
divine, with cherubim and seraphim harmoniously join — the seraphim were 
lucky to join in our song devine that day.  Never before or since had any one of 
us felt the harmony, power and divinity or our geyser of spirit.  And from two 
levels of a tour bus without any direction, without glitch.

Thats what a top notch chorus must be able to do.

And that is just what Sonat Vox, a Bavarian, award and prize winning mens 
choral society, has done in these recordings under the more than able 
leadership of Conductor/Founder Justus Merkel—who just graduated from the 
German High School in 2014.  All the men have sung in choruses since 
childhood, and not just any ones, but the best children’s choruses Germany, a 
nation of music, has to offer. 


Recognizing choral excellence is certainly fostered by having had background in 
conducting mens choruses and singing in them.    But in the end, it is what 
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Merkel and these men do with the notes that counts and even very untrained 
ears can be soothed by that.  The real test is not whether it appeals to me, but 
to that untrained ear which is moved by the music delivered.


Start with In the Bleak Midwinter, based on a christian poem written in the 
middle of  the 19th century.  Listen to the great  devotion and its power in the 
music.  I’ve included printable copies of the words of each.   There are also 
comments about the differences between what Gruber wrote for Stille Nacht 
and what we sing in Silent Night.  They are nuances in performance but point to 
some large differences in the use us language between the Germans and us 
Anglo Saxons.


Take this in several times:, near perfection just is not that common.

You tube links:


Stille Nacht	 	 	 	 	 In the Bleak Midwinter
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9FDgRXPSv3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9FDgRXPSv3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJgvts-aYas

